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oected to last Al(teS NEWS Maintains High Levelyoff which in
ddenly cancell uccessful
work, the eng he recent freshmen engineer- Requested our position as leading newspaper The last two weeks have seen the continu,ed success of

By RICHARD ROSENFELD1n order that we may maintain

lid ground. orientation program, under The American Society of Me- in the School of Engineering and the January Engineering graduates in impressing on-campus2 direction of Dr. John D. recruiters. Mr. Charles Meyer of the City College Placementckey (Student Life), has proven chanical Engineers is holding its Architecture, TECH NEWS finds
Office reported that the number of plant trips offered to this. Winter Annual Meeting iri New it necessary to have people work-' success. Last semester, at

  close of the program, each stu- York from November 29 to De- ing on its staff. If you are will. date has been exceptionally large. I.B.M. has invited over 60
nt was given a questionnaire so cember 3.

Three hundred students from ing to work a few hours each students to visit their plants and Sikorsky has also offered
it they may assess the value of

the Metropolitan Area are needed week towards the production of
a great many invitations. *

  program.
great majority of the students to hand out cards, run projectors, this newspaper, and particularly The success of the class is at- grads generally find the compe-

tition stiffer than their January

EERS t that the program described and assist speakers at this con. if you are an engineering upper- tributed to the high quality of the
  duties, responsibilities and ference. The Meeting has been classman, we invite you come up students. Almost without excep-

counterparts because of the great-

alifications of engineers and divided into 10 sections: 4 morn. to our office (335 Finley) or leave tion they have made excellent
er number of job seekers. In addi-

ing, 4 afternoon, and 2 evening, Your name and phone number in use of the advice given them in
tion, this year they will be fol-
lowing an exceptional group, and  it it offered practiced assist- and each section will be the re. the TECH NEWS mailbox in 152 job orientation sessions. They are will have to meet the high stan-ce in adjusting to c611ege life. well informed, neat and highly dards that will be expected of jire than half of the freshmen sponsibility of a Director. The Di. Finley. 1

rector will maintain control over -/V'--¥www.-*  '0  A------- qualified. them. Mr. Me,er suggests thatt that the orientation pfogram Job recruiters have been verY June grads pay particular atten.ovided motivation for the study arrangements for his section. Stu-
pre-engineering courses. (Stu- tioned that they are changing sions. The first of these sessions

dents will be allowed free regis- Careers impressed. Several have men- tion to their job orientation ses-
nts do not normally take tration to the entire Meeting Copies of the "College Place-

their hiring plans due to the for engineering and science stu-after serving their half-day ses-urses given by the engineering , ment Annual" and "Careers for number of exceptional graduates dents wil be held Thursday, De-mon as aides.partments until their Junior
All engineering students (not ihe College Man - 1965" are on the City College campus. cember 10, at noon in TownsendBS ar.)

n the negative side, the stu- only ASME members) interested now available free of charge to The only discordant note struck Harris Auditorium. Further in-
nts felt that the program did in becoming aides should consult all seniors. Pick up your copies in the report on hiring was that formation can be obtained at the

ews t teach them how to study and
the ASME bulletin board near of these publications in the because of the high quality of Placement Office, Room 428 Fin-

t it did not preview the basic the Mechanical Engineering Of- Placement Office. 428F. this term's class, June graduates ley Center.
flee in Steinman Hall. will have difficult going. Junegineering sciences and demon- -

t Lve ai rrea suc IcIre Co athe
shman engineering students do City College Backlash Psych. Ded.gineering field they are plan-
ig to enter,) Hoaxed
When asked about the structure Carl IVeitimaii is a long-time His replies were ambivalent. In (It must be noted that in all

Ber to the Air the orientation course, most member of Shident Coi„icil. He Oct0ber Council legislated its these battles the vote was over- By Design
orce Systems idents felt that a final grade is, a,id hcts been, a leadi,ig ad- concern for Society Jewry whelming; usually four to one in

such global, ould not be given, homework Tiocate of the "co,iseniative" Some observers see a casual link favor of the "Liberals.") A new breed of animal has been '
t Operations oblenns related to engineering philosophy of Slt,de,it Govern- between this motion and Khru- Then came a fateful day in No- seen in the basement of Harris ,ment. The followi}ig analysis ol schev's subsequent fall from vember. John Zippert submitted during the past few weeks, andthe Nuclear ould not be assigned, and that
ommitments: extbook should not be required. S.G. was writte,i by Air. Weitz Power. ' a motion establishing a committee has the Psychology department
id supporting , equally large number of stu- man at the request of Tech After what became known as to study and make appropriate really going wild. It seems a new
oment of the nts approved of showing films News. the "Jewish Motion," a member recommendations to the President testing facility has been set up in  of Council put forth motion con- of the United States on the draft. HO19 by the Psychology depart-lated to engineering and of By CARL WEITZMAN
iarding work. urs of the engineering labora- demning Israel for persecution of Something strange hit Student ment to deal with the problem. |On Tuesday, November 3, Lyn- Arab refugees. Its purpose, stated Couricil. Ond executive officer The breed can be seen walking1 work in an ries. don Johnson built himself the ,the author, was to parody Coun- who had always voted the liberal through the tunnel leading to ;Fes profession- strongest liberal majority in line later remarked "John's gone H025 and even down into HOl in 4seven presidential terms. On Wed- 1ncouraged to -I soft in the head." The motion was the sub-basement. This reporter  
3signers learn aymond nesday, November 4, John Zip- 3 barely allowed to come to the hearing of these strange happen-pert's liberal majority, the strong- ,-  floor. Heated debate ensued dur- ihgs investigated. After lying low ,By JOSEPH BOCK est in seven terms of SG, crumbl- ' ,/ 4  , ing which Chairman Zippert turn- for a few hours a prime specimantheory, com-

./ 1- ,
q

ian engineer- No matter who you are or ed. It didn't collapse, mind you- ,- 11....,  ed to Vice-President Joel Cooper appeared. It carried a huge blackay deal with hat your interests are on Cam. the pieces are still .standing. But
els, you may ts, there's one person you are it absorbed several body blows. ' * T'T  1'¢ 60 , '

and screamed "that's d , lot of bag at its side from which pro-
-U:  ?$%&!%." After much personal tuded a long stick. It entered the. . . as well as re to meet during your college A brief history: In September ' ' t 8  abuse from both sides, the really tunnel and disappeared into thee, namely, Raymond the Pretzel 1964, John Zippert assumed office   unthinkable happened. Council darkness. Moments later a sim-

- electronics, an. with an imposing majority com- _. ,  "4  wrenched the heart of the motion ilar speciman appeared, carryingit, suburban Raymond has been with us for prising his own party and part I -W---I---I- from its humanitarian mother, a strange substance made of or-nd Colorado years now and is an interesting of the small Katkin minority. I -*  and whenthe final, watered down ange material at its side. It toories may be 11ow. With a yellow flower and Council immediately set about     motion came to a vote, even it entered ' the tunnel and disap-Operations, feather stuck in his CCNY cap, chewing on the "liberal conserva- I  :I failed to pass. After a flurry of peared. Was this to be the be.ford, Mass. d with all kinds of buttons, tive" issue of "students as stu- I illiilllllllll vote changes, it remained de- ginning of some invasion?
ENT OFFICE.

ns, and who knows what from dents." This issue, simply stated, I feated by three- votes - and all It warranted further investiga-actically every organization on is that of Student Council's au- John Zipper: before suppertime. tion and I thus proceeded intompus stuck all over his ,clothes thority. The question .posed is After supper council · recon- the tunnel. It was dark but I ,d leaflets pasted all over his whether Council has the constitu- cil's world-wide concerns. Cam- vened, feeling a bit stronger, to found my way and thus deter- ,etzel cart, he cuts a picturesque tionally delegated authority to pus newspapers called it a sick face its next "students as stu- mined the nature of the strange  ure. mandate the Union of the Soviet joke; but not John Zippert. Coun- dents" test. It had never yet breed. It truely was an invasion,  Right now he is stationed at Socialist Republics to be kind to cil merely changed the resolution faced two of them in one night. but a harmless one, for it was a
e South Campus gate where Jews or, to mandate the United to an endorsement of a seminar The motion was to bind Student only the architectural students *ousands of pretzel starved City States Government to end the on Arab-Israeli relations. Council to its own moral dictates who have taken over H025 as a  ,ollege students ' who migrate draft. "Conservatives," defined in At the end of October, Student by having i: fast for freedom on new design studio. Fort-y -,new ii and control om North to South every day, the parochial Student Govern- Council threw ·its prestige behind November 18. drafting tables stand in straight  'V the United n satisfy their appetites. "I just ment sense, doubt that Council the "Fast for Freedom," a project A howling hour of debate rows ready to be used for pre- 9corporation, n't know where they get such has the above authority. "Lib- with the aim of encouraging stu- turned this "fredom for hunger" paring the future designs with 4

or the Elec- Petites," the spirited pretzel erals" maintain that since CitY dents to forego a rneal in order resolution into a "pledge" rnan- which they will rebuild our sur- 1mmand, and an remarked. College education is a learning to be able to make a contribu- dating "liberal" Lynda Lubar to roundings. They wish to set I:ral Aviation Raymond feels that this is the and questioning process, City Col- tion to the National Student As- collect twenty dollars for the forth on a path of architecturalstest moving campus he has lege Council members have a sociation's food drive for in. cause. That was the first comic quality described by Adas Louise 1er seen, "You can get every. moral obligation to teach and to digents in the South. Whether this rielief on the evening. Huxtable as one -of, "suitability ;ing You want on this campus if answer.
motion has caused sufficient in- Having crushed the Board of of content, thoughtfulness and ,ou seek it, even a wife. There's In September; Council legis- digestion among City College stu- Education, the State of Alabama conscientiousness of d e s i g n, )

orts life or social life and every- lated a mandate to President Gal- dents for it to succeed has not and the Kremlin, City College's finese of detailing, and superiority {(Conti,tited ott Page 4) lagher to support school busing. yet been determined. (Coitti,tited 0,1 Page 4) of materials and execution." 1
-
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VECTOR PUZZLE
CORRECTION Art®ECH NEWS Technographer VECTOR engineering magazine '

Inquiring ewThe editors of the C.C.N.Y. Exhibit
w6uld like to apologize for the
error in problem 2 of Vector OpeOffice - 335 Finley Phone: 234.6500 By PHIL BURTON Volts. The system of equations is
as follows: The City College Finley SEDITORIAL BOARD QUESTION: Do you think en.Co-Editors-In-Chief gineers should be required lo  01  dent Center Planning Board a

Sheldon Zaklow - Richard Rosenfeld study a foreign language? X2 .. y2 + Z2 + W2 -30 the Faculty Wives Club are -, 11,+
1 +Copy Editor Business Manager PLACE ASKED: Steinman Hall. X3 -. y3 + ZJ + w  - 100 sponors of an art exhibit feat

.Francine Cournos bI *j Elaine Bogai ing the work of Mrs. Naomi ArMike Lewis, Lower Soph. His- xyzw = 24Associate Editor
tory. I don't think engineers Wife of retired Professor VirKen Sandler 46*,i Column Editor
should be required to study a for- Argo of the City College bioloPhoto Editor Joseph Bock
eign language since introductory which to me was of no practical department, Mrs. Argo has *Phil Burton j 1 courses stress memorization and value. hbited at the Knickerbocker AAdvertising Manager Contributing Editor provide the student with only a Jane Greenberg, Lower Fresh. Club, the Spring 1964 Barn 'Phil Waxberg Jerry Schuchnan survey of basic grammar rules. man, Pre.med. Yes. Knowledge of Club Exhibit and a one-man sh

Staff In order to beneffi from a langu- a foreign language helps us to at Riverside Church last Apri
-age study, it is necessary to be round our personality. If we study The exhibit will be on dispMary Donowitz Enoch Lipson

Howard Hein Robert Bogursky iproficient in reading the litera- a foreign language, we gain in- from November 17 to the 30th +,#. fture of another country so that sight into another culture and Buttenwieser and L e w i s o -r , Arthlir Landesman j Susan Yellin, one may be in a position to con- way of life, Engineers as well as lounges of the College's Finl » 4.Brian Cohen trast another culture with his other students can benefit from Student Center, 133rd Street a
, Faculty Advisor - Dr. John D. Hickey own. this. However, due to the difficult Convent Avenue. On Tuesd

programs that engineers already November 17, a tea was heldEditorial Policy of TECH NEWS is determined by a majority 191=- -. 1 N= ...
1 v..#I'.: I -

,

  carry, I think that tl eir langt}age the lounges from 3.00 to 6:00 p,vote of the Editorial Board. . ,*dil.'"A *
requirement should be of a less to open the exhibit of 20 oil pai -Zrf •Printed by, Boro Printing Co. 1,9,Ip,Il 222 t, -W.. L."'"-,/p.

216 W. 18 Street a  I.*00.i . i. demanding nature. ings and 35 water colors.

ASUREMCouncil Evaluated 11

Student Council has regressed by stages this term until             -- < The Ele
ilow it is at an infantile level, where name-calling is common- n acquiriiLewis Nelson
place and parliamentary procedure unheard of. The seeds es up to (

James Nelson, Lower Senior. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS raduateof destruction were sown when Council first began consider- Chemistry. Although a college k, the fatation of matters that had little or no relevence for City student should have a well-round-
College. Despite criticism from within Council and much ed education, the present en- PHYSICISTS The mea

gineering courses are quite dif-  ing of neditorial chiding by the City College newspapers, Council ficult as it stands and unless the ling vacucontinued upon its course, until now it has reached a seeming curriculum could be extended,
language study is impossible. I MATHEMATICIANS ction trai

nadir of productivity. latest e(don't think it would be fair to add
this burden to engineering stu- pose hard

Guiding council all the while has been Student Govern- dents. Technical representatives oscillato
ment President John Zippert. It is he who is primarily re- Mike Senansky, Upper Senior, its, proviCivil Engineering. My idea is that of The MITRE Corporationsponsible for the present state of affairs. Throughout the term it is a very time-consuming course , will be conducting interviews Of parti*

omponen
Zippert has shown a total lack of respect for Student Council. for an engineer but it's extremely
He has taken actions, as in the CUNY anti-tuition drive, useful on a graduate level. In par- on campus most ex]

ticular, a knowledge of German - and is 1without consultation and otherwise has bullied Council into and Russian for reading advance departmfollowing his line. The result is that Council now shows no publications is necessary due to November 23 te the vathe fact that you lose somethingrespect for Zippert, and has rebelled against his autocratic in the translation of engineering - Apparatrule. articles. Most of the grad schools s of radirequire a language as necessary MITRE is chief technical advisor and systems engineer to the Air has be,To his credit John Zippert has a series of irrellevent mo. for a Ph.D.
Force Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems ated fron

tions, a completely ineffectual tuition campaign, and a Council m# r' *k* 134WI Command. In this capacity, we design and develop such global, primary
in ruins. Not all of this can be attributed to Zippert alone. computer-based systems as the NORAD Combat Operations ch work,Center, Back-Up Interceptor Control System, and the Nuclear puter isMembers of Council have acted in an immature fashion and Detonation Detection and Reporting System. Other commitments: lems inv, have suggested many of the motions with which they have RU You associate with the top men in your field. You work in an

storage tihis inability to give Council direction.

development of a future air traffic control system and supporting linear dif
the Defense Communications Agency in the development of the ie past thethen wasted so much of their time. Zippert's failure has been ,#-. National Military Command System.

imulate mFqr the young systems engineer, this is uniquely rewarding work.

esigningUnder the old constitutional system, Student Govern- -- 1. I.-.-.- atmosphere that allows you to extend your capabilities profession- ein and f,ally and academically.Senansky Federmanment changed presidents every term. Now the president At MITRE, men trained in single disciplines are encouraged to iechanical
the cornserves for an entire year. We wonder at the wisdom of those Fran Federman, Lower Fresh. grow beyond their original fields of interest. SyBtems designers learn

nany divman, Psychology. Yes, I think it's to work from an increasingly broad base.who piloted the passage of this amendment. Zippert will have important for everyone to learn a You may work in such diverse areas as information theory, com- nalysis of
to grow in his job, or Student Government at City College foreign language. Even though puter design, display techniques, propagation, or human engineer- et traject

may be irrepairably damaged. Another unwritten, but highly the engineering students have it ing. You may analyze. You may synthesize. You may deal with ie comput
pretty tough, I don't think they systems or individual components. At the highest levels, you may ial air con

ze of acc,regarded tradition in student politics was the election of should ignore a foreign language. have to consider political, economic and social factors...as well as
seniors only to the S.G. Presidency. We believe this tradition Isn't the purpose of college to the available and predictable technology. ze Power

make US into well - rounded Requirements: M.S., or Ph.D. in these disciplines -electronics, g moderwell-founded. John Zippert is a junior. adults? After all, there are hard- physics, mathematics. MITRE is located in pleasant, suburban e experh
Boston and also has facilities in Washington, D. C. and Colorado ble. Never majors than engineering, likeThe present situation in Council cannot be allowed to physics, which do require a for- Springs. If an interview will be inconvenient, inquiries may be rs have b
directed in confidence to Vice President - Technical Operations, control pcontinue. Either Zippert must reassert his leadership by ma. eign language.
The MITRE Corporation, Box 208, Dept. CNI,-Bedford, Mass.ture action, or it will be seized by another member more   ' --- - , - . .

highly regarded by Council. This would be unfortunate, since   1 ARRANGE FOR AN INTERVIEW THROUGH THE PLACEMENT OFFICE.

the powers and functions of the S.G. President make him the r*1 THE -5
ideal man to hold the position of leadership.

John Zippert is not a fool; nor is he incompetent. Prior  "RE
lo assuming his high office he had an outstanding record as a J 291 inti/li  mill.v

An Equal Opportunity Emplojer-- -- .. ..I. .. r-.....member of Council. His failure thus far, we believe, is due to
701 ANAProgker Greenberg Pioneer in the design and development of command and controlhis attitude towards Council, and his misunderstanding of his

systems, MITRE was chartered in 1958 to serve only the Unitedrole as President. More than seven months remain for Zip- Leo Progker. Upper Senior, State Government. An independent nonprofit corporation, s the jobPhysics. No, definitely not. An en-pert to prove himself. He is fortunate: no other President has gineer's time can be put to much MITRE 19 technical advisor and systems engineer for the Elec- s. In one
tronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command, and loadingbeen given the opportunity to correct himself after a misspent better use studying technical sub- also serves the Department of Defense, and the Federal Aviation and metterm. We hope he will use this time to the best advantage of jects. Leave the languages to the   Agency. re voltalanguage majors. As a physics   DC inachCouncil and City College. major, I had to take French,  0 strobosc
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ew Equipment Furthers Research In E.E. Dept.'Dit , 1

Ope Work Being Done In Diversified Areas
(e Finley S
ing Board a „ Steinman Hall about $125,000 was has two small general purpose mation per second and a sono.

Communicatidns Lab. The lab special purpose AC resolver com- ious speech spectrum of the
spent on new apparatus for the analog computers as well as a graph which gives an instantan-1 Club are ,-1, 11'.- + +

exhibit feat 1-, + , * has been constantly modernizing puter that can be used fof vari- spoken word are in use. An analog

s. Naomi Ar while being careful to maintain A special research lab has been tained in the very near future.
their chassis to solid state form ous angle solving problems. to digital converter is to be ob-

rofessor Vir 4 , 4 /4 5 -9 '
thermionic devices in their proper set up to study speech patterns. Another advanced research lab:ollege biolo

Argo has r p 1 place. investigates plasma operations.
Many new setups have been This is done by sending an elec-kerbocker A 1 1 ]+ tron beam through neutral hy-1964 Barn

., 4,1

built by the laboratory techni- '
one-man sh . I. -* called "Round Robin" experi- » 4.,i + 4

- cians in order to eliminate so- drogen. The electron beam ionizes
tHe hydrogen and produces a

avdilable for students to set up mersed in a magnetic field and
ments. Enough equipment is -+ ' * * r plasma. The whole system is im-

original communications experi- . 0 *40 any oscillations that occur in theLewiso ments at the undergraduate level, plasma are coupled to the electronollege's Finl » *'T . '* For instance, students do original ....·. beam which is then detected. The3rd Street a  1 filter synthesis work and are able object is to develop a techniqudOn Tuesd ' ' ... S**ma was held
+ to build and test their designs in for using the electron beam as a

":. the lab. probe for oscillations or instabil-'00 to 6:00 p, -- 4 Recently $12,000 has been ac- SONOGRAPH ities in a plasma. A new vacuumof 20 oil pai - *44 -- . ©,- quired by the Communications pump was purchased for thecolors. Lab from the College and the Na- Essentially this lab works on a plasma work.
ASUREMENTS LAB: bread board of oscilator being developed. tional Science Foundation in or- data aquisitions system. At the In addition ,to the laboratory

der to set up a facility for pre- present time a digital tape on facilities, the Department can use
By JOSEPH BOCK forming experiments in physical which binary data can be placed City College's I.B.M. 7040 digital

electronics and fabrication of at a rate of 15,000 bits of infor- computer.
The Electrical Engineering Department has constantly semiconductor devices.

n acquiring new equipment in order to keep its labora- Special facilities are available r ./

es up to date. Both in general purpose equipment for un- for work on laser beams. At the *   '    - -
present time a study is being til.////11/8//Il//Lraduate work, and in special equipment for research made of the propogation of elec- 1/,61/Till///lilli//151"//I'll'll,lail:airrk, the facilities at the College are relatively extensive. tromagnetic waves in non-linear
media. This is done by reflection ./'.W 1The measurements Laboratory, which is devoted to the
of transverse laser light through , 1 4 p<fing of measurements on materials and components, in- optic crystals frorn which the ™'

ling vacuum tube thermionic diodes and semiconductor non-linear waves are caught by
dion transistors, to a high degree of resolution, employs a camera. -
latest equipment available. Practically all the general The Servomechanisms Lab has 4/0five "type one" servo. setups thatpose hardware such as oscilliscopes, AC and DC bridges, can be used to study feedback j * 1oscillators are new. In addition to electrical measure- controlsystems in alltheir aspects.

its, provision is made for testing optical charicteristics For use in this area the lab has
omponents. several servoscopes costing about -» 4 I

NS Of particular interest is the Standards Room.- The latest $2,000 apiece. The servoscope,
used in conjunction with a high -*.most expensive secondary calibration equipment is avail- persistant screen oscilloscope, is 1

and. is used to calibrate all the electrical equipment in an extremely self-contained de-
1department. A general purpose calibrator is used to cali- vice and eliminates the use of a

te the various meters involved in electrical work. lot of cumbersome equipment.
In addition to setups of variousApparatus is available for doing systems work in the types of control systems, such as LASER BEAM SETUP: right; VACUUM PUMP FOR PLASMA

s of radio and acoustics. For the latter, a special acoustical voltage regulators, the Servo Lab RESEARCH: left.
r to the Air has been built which is vibration free and mechanically
ce Systems ated from the rest of the building.
uch global, primary importance.to re- I
Operations ch work, the TR701 Analog  he Nuclear puter is used to simulate
nmitments: lems involving high order
supporting linear differential equations.

3ent of the ie past the computer was used
imulate models for obtaining

rding work. storage time of a transistor, ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIESwork in an esigning a non-linear controlprofession- ein and for analysis of elec-

:ouraged to iechanical systems. In the fu- for Seniors and Graduates in MECHANICAL,
the computer will be used AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,igners learn ELECTRICAL,nany diversified areas such

nalysis of optimal control of and METALLURGICALieory, com-
ENGINEERINGn engineer- et trajectories.

, deal with ie computer is located in a NEW DYNOMETERSETUP
IN POWER LAB ENGINEERING MECHANICSial air conditioned room with

s, you may APPLIED MATHEMAT CSze of accessory equipment.. as well as PHYSICS andie Power Lab is constantly the shaft and a speed control
electronics, g modernized in order to panel. In addition to all types of ENGINEERING PHYSICS
, suburban e experimental work more transformers and motor-generator
d Colorado ble. New modern dynamo- sets, completely wired up half
es may be rs have been added with cen- and full wave reset magnetic am-
)perations, control panels that save stu- plifiers as well as synchro trans-
ird, Mass. mitters are available. CAMPUS INTERVIEWSElectricity is drawn from a
IT OFFICE. huge power panel board which

'1  contains both AC and DC main
and auvillary circuit breakers as WED. & THURS., DEC. 2,3
well as Various transfer lines
which make it very versatile. In
addition the impressive board Appointments should be made
contains a frequency controlled in advance through your

# supply for special work. College Placement Office
A special shop is maintained by Pratt & Uand control 701 ANALOG COMPUTOR the lab. A vertical milling ma-

the United A
chine is used for repairing ma- Whitney DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.

orporation, s the job of wiring up DC chines and for building equip-
r the Elec- s. In one compact unit it con- ment for graduate work. The back Aircraft
imand, and loading resistors, field con- section of the lab is presently be-   An Equal Opportunity Employer
al Aviation and meters to measure ar- ing cleared in order to make room

re voltage and current. A for a new power research center. SPECIAL'STS IN POWER...POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER FOR AUXIL!ARY SYSTEMS.
DC inachine has been added When the Electrical Engineer- CURRENT UTIL[ZATIONS INCLUDE-ATRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

stroboscope mountings on ing facilities were moved into I

'f l
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Raymond . . . Backlash... (=1*-1 .(Conti„Ne<l fro„, P,$>te 1 )
tliitig else. However, the kid that (Continued fron, Pdge 1) now he ought to stop it." A lib-
cloesn't inove with the. cainpus Student Council now turned its eral said, "We still have a ina-   '   -,C.-5 0   
movement will be trainpled." sights on PLierto Rico. Puerto jority. I was elected on Katkin:s

-
 tH*

The Pretel Man feels that there Rico, the motion alleged, was un- slate and I despise Zippert inore
has beeti a basic change in the than ever. I've never brought one

kind to its students. This onepersonality of the City College of these motions up and I never
student over the years that he has didn't even get to the floor for will, but I usually vote with
been here. "The attitucle has debate. hlin." alp. 0 0 VOL. XXI
changed from one of maturity to Izi tlie aftermath John Zippert This writer's analysis is tliatotie of relaxatioiL The stitdents lectured his CI,uncil. "I just can't the push has been too hard and ,\ rldon't know responsibility as mitch trust Council. Executive Commit- mcas they did twelve years ago." now John Zippert has his own <

Raymond was born in Coney tee will do things by flat and that. "liberal backlash." ,=tiIsland mid he is quick to remark will be that." An executive officer Students may watch Council.11
that he wants Tech students to latnented Council's degredation perform by coming to Finley 121ktiow that he has a technical into a ftirm, citing the calls of on Wednesdays at 4:00 p.m. Engl- tiffj
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Raymond has a real interest in
sports on campus. "Since the
Michael Schaffer incident I have A I . fl·. '·7 ·:6 . ™ ' ,.. I
noticed somewhere in the silent 2 42 2 i v- ,
movement of the students that
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